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to date, only 22 pieces of black box have
been retrieved from china's airplane

crashes, in which 181 chinese were killed
and 108 people survived the crash,

according to cai dengshan, former vice
minister of civil aviation administration of
china. while delivering goods, the plane

crashed in the dark on monday, about 3.5
miles (6km) from ruyuan, the local

government said. most of the 149 people
aboard the aircraft were passengers, and

the crew comprised four people. the plane,
one of china's newest, crashed a few

minutes after takeoff, state-run xinhua
news agency reported. searchers believe
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the aircraft malfunctioned after taking off
from the capital of the central province of

hunan, changsha, for the city of nanning in
the nearby southern province of guangxi.
at least 20 bodies have so far been found

near the crash site and others are believed
to be buried in the muddy ground of a

nearby river, the state-run china central
television reported. the "black box" refers
to the full-motion video recording device
installed in the airplane to collect data on

every operation of the plane. the flight
recorder is found at the crash site under

muddy and shallow water, the crash team
said. black boxes, a requirement of the us
federal aviation administration, are used to
build detailed records of the aircraft's flight
path in real time. the flight data recorder,

also known as the cockpit voice recorder, is
a small box that includes a microphone and

speakers that capture sounds and data
during a flight. the recorder will contain a
recording of the captain's cockpit voice,
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and crew communications.

Black Box A330 Crack 12

the first signs of trouble on air canada 797,
a dc-9 flying at 33,000 feet en route from
dallas to toronto on june 2, 1983, were the

wisps of smoke wafting out of the rear
lavatory. soon, thick black smoke started
to fill the cabin, and the plane began an

emergency descent. barely able to see the
instrument panel because of the smoke,

the pilot landed the plane in cincinnati. but
shortly after the doors and emergency

exits were opened, the cabin erupted in a
flash fire before everyone could get out. of
the 46 people aboard, 23 died. the search
for those aboard the china eastern airlines

boeing 737-800 jetliner and its second
black box continued on friday, following its

crash in south china's guangxi zhuang
autonomous region on monday. more
orange pieces were found at the core
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search area of flight mu5735's crash site.
all search team members were seen now in

protective suites given a bigger hygiene
risk caused by human decomposition due

to a temperature rise. one of the two black
boxes of china eastern airline's flight

mu5735, the cockpit voice recorder, has
been retrieved. it was found some 20

meters away from the main impact area.
mountainous terrain and heavy rain have

increased the difficulty of the search
operation. local support teams have built a

500-meter path from the main road to
improve access to the crash site. cgtn
reporter he weiwei shares details. r g
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